Child physically assaults another student

Child exhibits any behaviours that are deemed dangerous or antisocial, including bullying behaviour. (ref. to list of unacceptable behaviours)

Yard duty teacher asks student to stop. 5 minutes out on the bench

Behaviour stops

Behaviour continues or child refuses to sit out for 5 minutes.

Principal is contacted and child is removed from the yard. (Teaching staff to replace Principal if they were on yard duty)

Child refuses to go with the principal

Child is to stay/work in the principal’s office for a period of time determined by the principal. Parent contacted

Parent is contacted to pick the child up from school.

Parent/emergency contact is un-contactable

Keep child separate from other students for the remainder of the day or until parents are contacted. 1 day’s suspension (following day)

Parent comes to the school and removes child from the school for the rest of the day. 1 days suspension (following day)

If violent/dangerous behaviour is exhibited by the child then ring police. Keep child separate from other students.